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ON LANGUAGE

Error-Proof

By AMMON SHEA

Postscript Appended

Some people are annoyed by the errors they find in others’ choice of grammar or selection of vocabulary. To these

guardians of language, there are few more egregious slip-ups (slips-up?) than to leave a participle dangling, end a

sentence with a preposition or (heaven forfend) utilize an inflectional, rather than a periphrastic, comparative (stupider,

say, instead of more stupid). Those who have pet peeves about language have chosen their domain of umbrage well,

since it is inevitable that people will continue to make errors in speech and writing, and so there will always be

something to be offended by, which can be very comforting.

And what of the rest of us, we who are not of the opinion that using verbal nouns and the like is akin to kicking an

elderly lady off the bus — what do we have to be annoyed by? We can be annoyed by those people who insist on

correcting our use of the English language. My aim here, however, is not to illustrate how to be annoyed by those who

insist on correcting your language (that will come naturally) but rather to provide a guide for how to make them go away.

Just as there are right and wrong ways of dealing with an angry bear that you meet in the woods, so too are there better

and worse ways of dealing with an inveterate corrector of your language use. It has already been established that playing

dead is ineffective against this beast. I would suggest instead that you try to fend him off through the use of historical

precedent.

For instance, I have occasionally been informed that my use of the word stupider, as opposed to the somewhat ungainly

phrase more stupid, makes me sound . . . plus stupide. I used to cringe in shame and embarrassment when this was

pointed out to me, until I discovered that Ezra Pound also used the word stupider, in a letter that he wrote to William

Carlos Williams in 1920: “If you weren’t stupider than a mud-duck you would know that every kick to bad writing is by

that much a help for the good.” And so now, rather than feel like an uneducated boor when someone calls me out for my

use of this word, I can tell my antagonist that I am referencing Pound.

I occasionally come across people who make the claim that the words decimate and decimation are misused if they apply

to anything other than the killing of every 10th person, on the grounds that this was the original meaning of the word in

English. Decimation, however, had another meaning that precedes both of these senses: tithing, or a tax of one-tenth,

which according to the Oxford English Dictionary dates from 1549. Does that mean that decimation should refer only to

this original meaning? Of course not, but pointing it out is a convenient way to get someone to stop correcting you on

your use of the word decimate.

We have all heard admonitions at some point or other that the word unique cannot be modified — a thing is either

unique or it is not. This would be considerably more convincing if it were not so obviously untrue, as people modify

unique quite frequently, and have done so for a long time. Through the magic of Google Books you can now search
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unique quite frequently, and have done so for a long time. Through the magic of Google Books you can now search

through enormous numbers of books and magazines from the 19th century and see literally hundreds of writers who use

more unique, less unique and even that bugbear of the purists, somewhat unique.

(And speaking of literally, the next time someone tells you that it cannot be used to mean aught but literal, you might

point out that it has been used in various figurative and nonliteral senses for hundreds of years, by such literary figures

as Jane Austen, Charles Dickens and Richard Milhous Nixon.)

The overwhelming majority of usage guides have given up on the idea of trying to persuade people to not end their

sentences with prepositions. But there are occasional modern-day sticklers who search, like a Diogenes looking for an

honest sentence, for fellow sympathizers who still hold this rule in esteem.

The great essayist Clifton Fadiman wrote that “correctness, of course, is a schoolmarm’s hallucination; there are more

double negatives in Shakespeare and Chaucer than on New York’s 10th Avenue” (and this was written back in the early

1950s, when 10th Avenue had more double negatives than bistros). In the event that a corrector corners you and attacks

your use of a word or phrase for which you do not have a historical precedent that you can draw to mind, do not despair

— you can always claim that Shakespeare used it thusly. If you are lucky your nemesis will believe you, but even if he has

doubts, he will now be more concerned with looking for this mistake in his unabridged collection of the Bard’s work than

in tormenting you.

So I say outpedant the pedants, and allow yourself to gluttonously revel in the linguistic improprieties of yore as you

familiarize yourself with the nearly unique enormity of the gloriously mistaken heritage that our literature is comprised

of. For those of you keeping score at home, that last sentence contained a verbal noun, a split infinitive, an improper

-ize, an inflectional comparative, a blatantly misleading word choice, at least one example of catachresis, an

unnecessarily passive construction — and it ended with a preposition. All of which I’m willing to bet appear in

Shakespeare.

Ammon Shea is the author of “Reading the O.E.D.: One Man, One Year, 21,730 Pages.” He is currently writing a book

about telephone books. William Safire died on Sept. 27.

Postscript: October 3, 2009 

MAGAZINE

A note with the “On Language” column on Page 14 this weekend refers to the absence of the regular columnist, William

Safire. Mr. Safire died last Sunday, after some copies had gone to press.
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